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"This update contains information we have gathered from various public sources and share with you to the best of our knowledge, but we cannot guarantee it is complete or in all 
cases accurate. Moreover, the market is changing rapidly currently; statements in this document may quickly be superseded, despite our best efforts. Nothing in this document 

can be taken as a contractual undertaking.”
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Number of confirmed COVID-19 cases reported in the last seven days by 
country, territory or area, 7 September to 113 September 2020.

29/17/2020

"This presentation contains information we have gathered from various public sources including reference materials, webinars and share with you to the best of our knowledge, but we cannot guarantee it is complete or in all cases accurate. Moreover, the market is changing rapidly currently; statements in this 
document may quickly be superseded, despite our best efforts. Nothing in this document can be taken as a contractual undertaking.”

*WHO Website 

9/10/2020

https://www.who.int/docs/default-source/coronaviruse/situation-reports/20200616-covid-19-sitrep-148-draft.pdf?sfvrsn=9b2015e9_2
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UPS Global Freight Forwarding
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Our highest priority is to protect the health and safety of our employees, customers, and suppliers. UPS® is confident it 
can do so while maintaining global operations, except where constrained by government restrictions or other 
circumstances beyond its control. The Novel Coronavirus pandemic has created unprecedented complexities, which have 
required us to constantly reassess our operations and take mitigating actions to minimize disruption to our customers. 

Stay informed

Promote supply chain continuity

• Register to receive important communications from UPS

• Find the latest information on Air Freight Capacity Surcharge 

• Track shipment status through UPS Flex Global View®

• See how UPS Supply Chain Solutions is responding the coronavirus

• International Air Transport Association (IATA) – iata.org

• World Health Organization (WHO) – who.int

• UPS has an integrated global network of supply chain solutions

• Air freight

• Ocean freight

• Preferred LCL

• Small package

• Warehousing & fulfillment
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https://gffsolutions.ups.com/Subscription-Management.html
https://www.ups.com/assets/resources/supplychain/media/international-air-freight-capacity-surcharge.pdf
https://fgv.ups-scs.com/loginservices/logOn.nfdo?mkt_tok=eyJpIjoiTURKa05UVmlNVEkyTldNeiIsInQiOiJLTEpKU1FKMlwvTVZnRmJpNWs1d1wvT1RZUVN0Z2FVb2I2YlM4YlRvV3kwcVhsbzc1Uk9PdGtpRTRVZTB3b25LRiticDBtRmw4ejM1VENTanRUZjZnNnpnPT0ifQ%3D%3D
https://www.ups.com/us/en/about/news/scs-important-updates.page?
http://www.iata.org/
http://www.who.int/
https://ups-scs.com/transportation/air_freight.html
https://ups-scs.com/transportation/ocean_freight.html
https://www.ups.com/media/en/ejpref_lcl_ocn_frt.pdf
https://www.ups.com/service-selector?loc=en_US
https://www.ups.com/us/en/services/contract-logistics/distribution.page?
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Global Air Cargo capacity declined 26% below last year. 
Air cargo capacity slightly decreasedto -26% compared to -25%compared to previous week. The 
Transatlantic still shows no signs of recovery
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"This presentation contains information we have gathered from various public sources including reference materials, webinars and share with you to the best of our knowledge, but we cannot guarantee it is complete or in all cases accurate. Moreover, the market is changing rapidly currently; statements in this 
document may quickly be superseded, despite our best efforts. Nothing in this document can be taken as a contractual undertaking.”

9/10/2020
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Socioeconomic Updates
• Thomas Cook relaunched online

• Respect the rules ‘before it is too late,’ Belgian PM warns

• European Commission President Ursula von der Leyen

spread a message of unity and moving forward 

• Airlines push for uniform travel restrictions across EU

• Global access to vaccine faces huge funding gap, says 

WHO

• Lockdowns halt Europe’s air-travel recovery 

Ocean Freight Updates 

• Antwerp Port Authority extended the payment term for 

concessions and harbour dues for Port of Antwerp

• Russia’s Ministry of Transport presents “Development of 

seaports” for the modernization of infrastructure (KPMI) 

until 2030.

Inland Transportation

• Long waiting at Switzerland, France, Germany, Romania, 

& Croatia boarder 

• Border Slovakia – Hungary opens again 

• Rail: UPS China – Europe rail – No major delays 

observed 

Air Freight Updates 

• Hungarian government purchases Airbus A330-200F from 

Qatar Cargo

• Lufthansa Cargo continues fleet modernization

• Finnair cuts flights for October – maintains critical connections 

for Finland

• Swiss World Cargo scheduled flights to Shanghai 

(PVG), Beijing (PEK), Bangkok (BKK),São Paulo 

(GRU), Johannesburg (JNB) and Dubai (DXB).

Europe Update for September 17th

This update contains information we have gathered from various public sources and share with you to the best of our knowledge, but we cannot guarantee it is complete or in all cases accurate. Moreover, the market is 
changing rapidly currently; statements in this document may quickly be superseded, despite our best efforts. Nothing in this document can be taken as a contractual undertaking.”

9/10/2020

https://www.brusselstimes.com/news/business/131569/bankrupt-tour-operator-thomas-cook-relaunched-online/
https://www.brusselstimes.com/news/belgium-all-news/131430/respect-the-rules-before-it-is-too-late-belgian-pm-warns/
https://www.brusselstimes.com/category/news/eu-affairs/
https://www.brusselstimes.com/news/eu-affairs/131443/airlines-push-for-uniform-travel-restrictions-across-eu/
https://www.brusselstimes.com/news/world-all-news/131100/global-access-to-vaccine-faces-huge-funding-gap-says-who/
https://ajot.com/news/lockdowns-halt-europeas-air-travel-recovery-threaten-jobs
https://www.aircargonews.net/freighters-world/hungarian-government-purchases-airbus-a330-200f-from-qatar-cargo/
https://lufthansa-cargo.com/newsroom#/pressreleases/lufthansa-cargo-continues-fleet-modernization-3029704
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Socioeconomic Updates
• Namibia: 

• Stage 3 lockdown continues

• Lockdown extended till September 17th 2020

• Jordan: 

• Curfew ongoing in Jordan from 12:00am to 6:00am 

daily, end date not specified. 

• Lockdown in zones still ongoing. 

• Morocco: Lockdown still continues

• Curfew applied for Casablanca until September. 

30th

Ocean Freight Updates 

• COVID-19 disruptions hurt Indian port efficiency 

push

• Ports of India, Kuwait, Bahrain, Saudi Arabia, 

Qatar, Zambia, Kenya are working without any 

constraints 

Inland Transportation

• India: Negligible impact of lockdown on UPS service

• Morocco: Urgent deliveries can be executed during the 

curfew hours, but delays to be expected 

Air Freight Updates 

• Emirates: Resumes service to Lusaka, Zambia, Accra, Ghana, 

and Abidjan, Ivory Coast.

• Emirates brings back A380 super jumbo jet, more routes

• Kazakhstan: No flights to/fro Russia.

• Flight with DXB resumed

• Mozambique: Kenya Airways flights inbound 

increases its frequency.

ISMEA Update for September 17th

This update contains information we have gathered from various public sources and share with you to the best of our knowledge, but we cannot guarantee it is complete or in all cases accurate. Moreover, the market is 
changing rapidly currently; statements in this document may quickly be superseded, despite our best efforts. Nothing in this document can be taken as a contractual undertaking.”

9/10/2020

https://www.joc.com/port-news/terminal-operators/covid-19-disruptions-hurt-indian-port-efficiency-push_20200818.html
https://www.freightwaves.com/news/emirates
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Socioeconomic Updates

• Philippines: Metro Manila remaines under GCQ 

until end of Sep. Curfew still imposed

• Malaysia: EMCO (enhance MCO) implemented in 1 

city of Kedah state effective Sep 11 for 14 days. 1 

(Bukit Kayu Hitam) of the 2 borders between MY & 

TH is closed

• Singapore: will start accepting applications to hold 

business events for up to 250 people from Oct 1. 

This will exclude work-related 

• Vietnam: Reported zero community transmission for 

8th straight day

• Myanmar: Government announced stay-at-home 

orders for the 28 townships in the Yangon for two 

weeks

Ocean Freight Updates 

• No service impacted

• Available capacity

Air Freight Updates 

• Singapore: expecting more flights since October 1 

and also more cargo space 

• Vietnam: domestic flights in Da Nang have resumed

• Myanmar: temporary suspension of entry/exit of 

domestic airlines and highway buses to Yangon 

area. International flights continue to be suspended 

until the end of Sep

APAC Update for September 17th

This update contains information we have gathered from various public sources and share with you to the best of our knowledge, but we cannot guarantee it is complete or in all cases accurate. Moreover, the market is 
changing rapidly currently; statements in this document may quickly be superseded, despite our best efforts. Nothing in this document can be taken as a contractual undertaking.”

9/17/2020
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Socioeconomic Updates
• Transportation capacity near 2-year low; pricing surges

• Container rate records are shattered as US imports surge

• Several regions experience air cargo lull ahead of peak season

• U.S. importers turn to Chinese sellers in the wake of COVID

• Air cargo market braces for big rate hikes

• Spike in COVID cases could renew pressure on air freight 

capacity

Ocean Freight Updates 
• Port of Savannah holds strong amid massive 

market fluctuations

• Port of LA gives The Signal to cargo stakeholders

• Ship-to-shore operations suspended at Louisiana 

ports and Port of Key West

• Port of LA records 11 straight months of declines

• International trade at Texas ports falls sharply.

• US Coast Guard to consider regulations on 

autonomous vessels

Inland Transportation

• Trucking jobs rise by 10,000 in August

• Trucking industry expected to remain on upswing through 

2021

• Colorado chain law in effect as September begins

• Storm cleanup to cause Louisiana rail shippers some 

delaysn law 

Air Freight Updates 

• UPS expanding at Kansas City airport as e-commerce surges

• New air cargo security standards could gum up e-commerce 

exports

• American Airlines doubles down on cargo-only flights

• ORD and LAX experiencing Ground Handling delays of 1-3 

days.

United States Update for September 17th

This update contains information we have gathered from various public sources and share with you to the best of our knowledge, but we cannot guarantee it is complete or in all cases accurate. Moreover, the market is 
changing rapidly currently; statements in this document may quickly be superseded, despite our best efforts. Nothing in this document can be taken as a contractual undertaking.”

9/10/2020
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Socioeconomic Updates
• Coronavirus: Quebec and Ontario premiers meet to discuss 

economic recovery

• Canada secures two new deals for possible COVID-19 

vaccines

• Airlines face uphill climb to replace quarantines with COVID-19 

testing

• No specified date for reopening of Canada-US border 

• Air Canada beat US airlines removing seats for cargo

Ocean Freight Updates Inland Transportation

• Daily pickups and deliveries except where restrained by 

government

Air Freight Updates 

• Air Canada to include free COVID-19, quarantine 

insurance on some vacation packages

• Air Canada is resuming many of its international 

flights, heading to the U.S., the Caribbean, South 

America, Europe and the Pacific.

• The airline will be offering flights to 97 destinations –

down from its usual 220 spots. 

Canada Update for September 17th 

This update contains information we have gathered from various public sources and share with you to the best of our knowledge, but we cannot guarantee it is complete or in all cases accurate. Moreover, the market is 
changing rapidly currently; statements in this document may quickly be superseded, despite our best efforts. Nothing in this document can be taken as a contractual undertaking.”

9/10/2020

• Ports are operational. Cargo transportation is still allowed

• Slow in/out processing and delays in customs clearance
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Socioeconomic Updates
• Mexico Bucks Latin America Trend as Inflation Doubles Amid 

Virus

• Russian vaccine to be delivered to Venezuela

• Mexico once again No. 1 US trade partner

• Brazil's economy shrinks by most on record in 2Q, GDP falls 

9.7%

• Colombia expands reopening as coronavirus cases stabilize

• More factories, manufacturing jobs headed for Mexico

Ocean Freight Updates Inland Transportation

• US-Mexico truck crossings decline 22% at Port Laredo 

• Customs operation impacted (9 Countries: AR, CR, DO, 

EC, GT, PA, PE, SR, VE)

Air Freight Updates 

• LATAM Common Carriage flights were reduced or 

forbidden to/from US, Europe & Asia (19 countries: 

AR, BO, BR, CL, CO, CR, DO, EC, GT, HN, NI, PA, 

PE, PR, PY, SR, SV, UY, VE)

LATAM Update for September 17th 

This update contains information we have gathered from various public sources and share with you to the best of our knowledge, but we cannot guarantee it is complete or in all cases accurate. Moreover, the market is 
changing rapidly currently; statements in this document may quickly be superseded, despite our best efforts. Nothing in this document can be taken as a contractual undertaking.”

9/10/2020

• Ocean Port Restrictions (3 countries: DO, HN, PR)

• DO: Operations had been restricted up to 6pm

• HN: Limited service to Puerto Cortez Port

• PR: No passenger vessel allowed



Thank You
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Sources

• Official sources (WHO, Governments, etc.),
** UPS Internal Sources 
Seabury

• Carriers 
• Sky cargo

• Emirates

• Lufthansa

• News Media 
Brussels times

New York Times 

BBC News

Times of India
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https://www.accenture.com/th-en/insights/travel/coronavirus-air-cargo-capacity
https://www.skycargo.com/
https://www.emirates.com/us/english/
https://www.lufthansa.com/us/en/homepage
https://www.brusselstimes.com/category/all-news/eu-affairs/
https://www.nytimes.com/
https://www.bbc.com/news
https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/india

